War & Terror
Delivering shared success
As a mutual company, we focus not on shareholders and stock markets,
but on our policyholders and partners. We take time to get to know your
business and what you need from your insurance solution.
Our underwriting involves a thorough analysis of your risks, backed by
a deep understanding of your industry, while our integrated underwriting,
claims and risk management offers you a creative risk-transfer solution.

Solutions for your most complex risks
Terrorism is a constant and evolving problem for modern day businesses.
Our specialist team work with a broad cross-section of international industries
to provide coverage that is tailored to each client’s need.
We focus keenly on these complex issues and work to deliver sophisticated
solutions that provide our clients with the confidence to operate in unpredictable
environments.
Our team underwrites business across Continental Europe. We use our global
distribution network of Liberty offices and work with domestic and international
brokers. We are a globally-minded team of specialists that are at the forefront of
this ever-changing market.
Line size: EUR 250m.

With you for the long term

Unlocking opportunities

Being a mutual means we’re consistent and
here for the long term. Our experienced teams
are resourceful, responsive, and empowered to
make decisions quickly. You’ll benefit from our
technical underwriting capabilities, the strength
of our relationships with our broker partners,
and our unique approach to claims service.

With over a century of insurance experience,
we’ve learned a thing or two about risk. We’re
dedicated to developing products and solutions
for our clients, whether it’s a variety of
specialist coverages, a customised wording, or
guidance on emerging exposures.

Because what’s good for you, is good for us.

Continuity in
a changing world
Some clients have been with us for over 20 years.
Why do they stay so long? Because we have
a culture of flexibility and transparency.
Quite simply: we do the right thing.
Your business doesn’t stand still and neither
do we. We’re constantly evolving our products and
services, investing in people and resources, and
building our global distribution network – bringing
you continuity and reassurance in a changing world.

Claims confidence

Talk to us about the trends we’re seeing in your
industry, and the products we offer to protect
your business:
• Casualty
• Construction
• Fine Art & Specie
• Marine
• Directors & Officers
• Surety

Contact Us
oliver.bayer@libertyglobalgroup.com
+49 221 5005 2226

Aligned with the Liberty Claims Charter, our
Cologne-based Terror team has high levels of local
settlement authority, supported by a global network
of technical capability – designed to give you direct
access to decision-makers and global experience
even in challenging environments.
Recognised as a market leader, our strong technical
expertise from the wider insurance industry,
and the strength of our broker partnerships,
ensure we are always focused on handling your
claim as quickly as possible.
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